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Abstract
Background: Invasive species can be a major threat to native biodiversity and the number of invasive plant species
is increasing across the globe. Population genetic studies of invasive species can provide key insights into their
invasion history and ensuing evolution, but also for their control. Here we genetically characterise populations of
Impatiens glandulifera, an invasive plant in Europe that can have a major impact on native plant communities. We
compared populations from the species’ native range in Kashmir, India, to those in its invaded range, along a
latitudinal gradient in Europe. For comparison, the results from 39 other studies of genetic diversity in invasive
species were collated.
Results: Our results suggest that I. glandulifera was established in the wild in Europe at least twice, from an area
outside of our Kashmir study area. Our results further revealed that the genetic diversity in invasive populations of
I. glandulifera is unusually low compared to native populations, in particular when compared to other invasive
species. Genetic drift rather than mutation seems to have played a role in differentiating populations in Europe. We
find evidence of limitations to local gene flow after introduction to Europe, but somewhat less restrictions in the
native range. I. glandulifera populations with significant inbreeding were only found in the species’ native range
and invasive species in general showed no increase in inbreeding upon leaving their native ranges. In Europe we
detect cases of migration between distantly located populations. Human activities therefore seem to, at least
partially, have facilitated not only introductions, but also further spread of I. glandulifera across Europe.
Conclusions: Although multiple introductions will facilitate the retention of genetic diversity in invasive ranges,
widespread invasive species can remain genetically relatively invariant also after multiple introductions. Phenotypic
plasticity may therefore be an important component of the successful spread of Impatiens glandulifera across
Europe.
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Background
Invasive plant species are becoming increasingly common
and can threaten biodiversity across the world [31]. Apart
from being of biological importance – frequently having a
negative effect on local plant communities [56, 58, 99] –
invasive species also provide particular opportunities to
study ecological and evolutionary processes [39]. Being
just a subset of the species-wide gene pool, possibly
suffering severe loss of genetic diversity upon the
invasion [4, 66], they are nonetheless able to thrive in a
novel environment and thereby provide useful study
systems for responses to rapid environmental changes
[21, 39].
The successful invasiveness of some species in spite of
low genetic diversity is commonly referred to as the
genetic paradox of invasive species [28]. It has, however, been shown that high genetic diversity is not a
prerequisite for an invasive species to be successful [21]
and some studies suggest phenotypic plasticity is
instrumental for invasiveness [52, 72]. Others instead
stress the importance of rapid evolutionary responses
[11, 22, 53]. Molecular population genetics can be
instrumental in exploring the importance of genetic
components of invasiveness [51]. For example, although
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loss of genetic diversity is expected upon colonisation
of new areas, it has been suggested that high genetic
diversity, resulting from multiple introductions, could
be what allows a species to become invasive [69].
Phylogeographic analysis of intraspecific genetic
variation can be used to explore the migration history of
a species, including species that have recently colonized
an area (e.g. [41, 87] and references therein). For invasive
species, phylogeographic analyses can provide information
about the source population(s) in an invader’s native
range, as well as elucidate patterns of spread within the
species’ novel range (e.g. [68, 84, 108]). Additionally,
phylogeographic patterns and the distribution of genetic
diversity within and between populations can shed light
on human facilitation of spread and thus aid in developing
suitable management strategies [101].
Impatiens glandulifera Royle (Balsaminaceae), the
Himalayan Balsam, is an invasive species in Europe (e.g.
[18, 80]), North America and New Zealand [96, 104]
with the ability to outcompete native species, particularly in riparian habitats [6, 40]. It is pollinated by insects but can also self-pollinate [80]. Dehiscence of the
seed capsule spreads seeds up to a distance of 5 m while
long-distance dispersal is primarily carried out by man

Fig. 1 Map showing the location of the sampled municipalities of Impatiens glandulifera and of Garhwal, illustrating the native range of
the species
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or water currents [6]. Being an annual species it can,
upon senescence, leave riverbanks exposed to winter
erosion and during the growth season its roots can block
and threaten land drainage schemes [80].
In its native range I. glandulifera grows at altitudes of
2000 – 4000 m a.s.l. from Kashmir to Garhwal in the
Northern Indian state of Uttarakhand [6, 75] (Fig. 1).
The first documented European introduction of I.
glandulifera was from Kashmir to the British Isles in
1839, where it was initially grown in the Kew Gardens
[6, 15, 57]. Originally an ornamental garden flower, it
was first recorded as a naturalised plant in 1855 [9].
During the 19th and 20th century the species gradually
spread across the continent [9, 33, 37, 47, 67, 73, 80, 95,
97]. The increasingly more northern reports suggest
spread may have happened in a step-by-step fashion
from the range frontier, which, if true, should be evident
through decreasing genetic diversity in more northern
latitudes. The species is now widespread in Europe and
found up to 64° N [5]. Seeds and seedlings have been
brought to Europe on several occasions [47], but it is
not known from which introduction(s) I. glandulifera
populations presently found in Europe descend.
Most studies on I. glandulifera so far have described
the spread of the species on a local or countrywide scale

[33, 80], or have tried to elucidate the mechanism for its
invasiveness [79, 80, 90]. In addition, differences in
growth and phenology of I. glandulifera have been
shown to be correlated with latitudinal origin, suggesting
adaptation to the length of the growing season [46].
Recently, the genetic diversity of I. glandulifera on a
local or countrywide scale has been described for British
[78, 100], Lithuanian [110] and Finnish [64] populations.
To our knowledge, however, there have been no population genetic studies sampling I. glandulifera across a larger
part of its European distribution.
Here we assess both local and more large-scale patterns
of genetic diversity in I. glandulifera by characterising the
molecular genetics of populations both from the species’
native range in Kashmir (India) and the introduced range
within Europe across a large part of the species’ invaded
north – south distribution. The main aims of our study
were 1) to investigate the number of introductions into
Western Europe, 2) to compare the genetic diversity of
the species and its distribution in the invaded and native
range, 3) to explore the importance of evolutionary forces,
in particular gene flow, between populations in shaping
the distribution of genetic diversity in the invasive range
and 4) to compare our results with general population
genetic patterns in invasive species.

Table 1 Description of the 13 studied populations of Impatiens glandulifera. Information about location, number of individuals
studied, number of alleles found, expected heterozygosity under Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (h), observed heterozygosity (HO) and
inbreeding coefficient (FIS)
Population

Country

Latitude (°N)

Longitude (°E)

Number of individuals
genotyped

Number of
alleles found

Number of
private alleles

ha

HaO

Amiens1

France

49.922

2.229

30b

22

0

0.226

0.152

0.002

Amiens2

France

50.014

2.036

30

15

0

0.154

0.157

−0.099

Ghent

Belgium

51.010

3.794

30

17

1

0.237

0.195

−0.252

Bremen

Germany

53.130

8.786

30

20

2

0.254

0.280

−0.225

Lund1

Sweden

55.994

12.800

30

19

0

0.136

0.089

0.070

Lund2

Sweden

55.977

12.820

30

19

1

0.202

0.148

0.068

All Amiens

FIS

0

All Lund

1

Stockholm

Sweden

59.163

18.169

30

19

0

0.265

0.246

−0.371

Trondheim1

Norway

63.479

10.999

30

16

0

0.225

0.172

−0.079

Trondheim2

Norway

63.477

10.964

30

10

0

0.067

0.115

−0.938

Trondheim3

Norway

63.413

10.809

30

16

0

0.154

0.107

0.178

Kashmir1

India

34.076

74.480

20b,c

49

1

0.665

0.458

0.126*

Kashmir2

India

34.087

74.527

30

59

11

0.599

0.361

0.224***

Kashmir3

India

34.090

74.547

30

59

8

0.623

0.432

−0.008

All Trondheim

0

All Kashmir
* p < 0.05
*** p < 0.001
a
Average across markers
b
One individual removed before data analyses due to low success rate in genotyping
c
Only 20 individuals could be analysed due to fungal infection on the leaves of some of the individuals

43
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Results
Genotyping success and presence of null alleles

A final dataset of 378 individuals genotyped for nine
markers was used to explore the population genetics of I.
glandulifera. Originally individuals from 10 populations,
some located within the same municipality, along the
species’ north – south distribution in Europe were genotyped for eleven microsatellite markers and compared
with individuals from three populations from Kashmir in
the species’ native range (Table 1, Fig. 1). The locus
IGNSSR103 failed to amplify and was therefore excluded
from further analysis. The locus IGNSSR106 (14 %
successfully amplifying individuals) and one individual
each from the populations Amiens1 and Kashmir1 with <
30 % successfully amplifying markers were also removed
due to poor success rate, leaving the final dataset to be
used for further analysis.
Two hundred thirty-eight marker genotypes with poor
quality chromatograms were genotyped a second time.
Of these, the majority (87 %) yielded identical genotypes
upon repeated scoring. Genotyping error rate was not estimated for samples with high quality chromatogram
markers, but is expected to have been considerably lower
than for low quality chromatogram markers. In 75 out of
117 marker - population combinations the frequency of
null alleles was estimated to be less than 5 % suggesting
that null alleles were not a predominant property in most
populations (Additional file 1). The Kashmir populations
typically had a null allele frequency of 20 % or higher for
more markers than the European populations.
Distribution of genetic diversity in I. glandulifera

After Bonferroni correction, markers deviating from
Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) were found in all
populations (Additional file 1). Some pairs of loci
showed significant linkage disequilibrium (LD) after
Bonferroni correction (Additional file 2). However, only
two of the pairs of loci were in significant LD in more
than one of the 13 populations studied.
Genetic diversity measures within European, and to a
lesser extent Kashmir, populations varied markedly.
Within Europe, none of the measures of diversity
(Table 1) were significantly correlated with latitude of
origin (for all measures p > 0.1). Instead populations with
both comparatively high and low diversity measures
could be found both among more northern and southern populations. Trondheim2, one of the northernmost
populations, did, however, stand out as having the fewest
number of alleles, lowest expected heterozygosity and
most highly negative inbreeding coefficient of all populations (Table 1).
Both the average within-population genetic diversity
(Europe: 0.210, Kashmir: 0.629) and the total genetic
diversity (Europe: 0.351, Kashmir: 0.779) were lower in
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Europe than in Kashmir (Additional file 3, withinpopulation diversity: t-test p < 0.001; total population diversity: Wilcoxon rank sum test p < 0.001). The number
of alleles (Table 1) was significantly higher (Wilcoxon
rank sum test p < 0.05) in Kashmir populations (total
number of alleles 81, mean per population and locus
6.2) than in European (total number of alleles 44, mean
per population and locus 1.9) as were the number of private alleles (Kashmir populations mean 6.19, European
populations mean 1.92; Wilcoxon rank sum test p <
0.05). The inbreeding coefficient was significantly higher
in Kashmir than in Europe (t-test p < 0.05) and two of
the Kashmir populations (1 and 3), but none of the
European populations, had significant inbreeding coefficients when calculated across all loci (Table 1).
Latitudinal genetic structuring in European I. glandulifera

In the STRUCTURE analysis of the full dataset ΔK suggested K = 3 (ΔK = 27413) as the number of clusters best
describing the data (Additional file 4). This was also the
level of clustering with the highest repeatability between
runs according to CLUMPP H values (H = 0.996,
Additional file 4). At this level one cluster contained the
Kashmir populations (with the exception of Stockholm
already separated from the European populations at K =
2, ΔK = 8145.4, H = 0.985), another the more southern
European populations (Amiens1, Amiens2, Ghent, Bremen, Lund1 and Lund2) and a final cluster the northern
European populations (Stockholm, Trondheim1 – 3)
(Fig. 2a).
In the STRUCTURE analysis of only European individuals ΔK suggested that the data were best described by
two clusters (ΔK = 17208), also the number of clusters
with the highest repeatability between runs according to
CLUMPP H values (0.997), with the second highest ΔK
and CLUMMP H values for the K = 4 model (ΔK =
1951.6, H = 0.984, Additional file 4). At K = 2 the clusters
corresponded to the north – south clustering observed
in the full data set (Fig. 2b). The four-cluster model additionally had a cluster containing only the Stockholm
population and a cluster consisting primarily of the individuals from Amiens2 and Bremen (data not shown). In
analysis of only the Kashmir populations ΔK suggested 3
(ΔK = 324.75, H = 0.949) as the number of K best describing the data, while the CLUMPP H value was the
highest for K = 2 clusters (ΔK = 11.375, H = 0.972,
Additional file 4). The K = 2 cluster model primarily separated Kashmir2 from Kashmir1 and Kashmir3, while at
K = 3 all populations consisted of individuals assigned to
different clusters (data not shown).
We additionally evaluated our data for genetic structuring using discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC), which is free of the assumptions of HWE
and no LD present in STRUCTURE. The number of
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Fig. 2 Results of the STRUCTURE analysis under the admixture model. Each individual is represented by a vertical line, with different colours
corresponding to the different clusters to which a given individual has been assigned, and with the height of each colour corresponding to the
amount of the genetic diversity assigned to that cluster. Results of analysis for a) full data set at K = 3, b) European individuals at K = 2

DAPC clusters best describing the different data sets was
not clear-cut for the full and European data sets (Additional
file 5), but the automatic selection implemented in
find.clusters suggested similar or higher numbers of clusters
to those found by the STRUCTURE analysis (all data K = 2,
European data K = 5, Kashmir data K = 2). As our primary
aim was to evaluate how the violation of STRUCTURE assumptions affected the clustering we compared the results
from the STRUCTURE analyses with the highest support
to those from the DAPC analyses with the same number of
clusters. The DAPC results showed a high degree of correspondence with the outcome of the STRUCTURE analyses
suggesting that the effect of LD and deviation from HWE
on the analyses had been minor.
Support of independent colonisations from approximate
Bayesian computation but not principal component analyses

Principal component analysis (PCA) of the full dataset
clearly separated the Kashmir (black and grey) from the

European populations (in colour) (Fig. 3a) along the first
two principal components (PCs). The wider spread of
Kashmir individuals along PC1 and PC2 (Fig. 3a)
reflected the higher genetic diversity present in the
Kashmir populations. Analysis of only the European
individuals showed three individuals from Amiens1 to
be highly divergent (data not shown). This proved to be
the result of their genotypes at the A2 locus and excluding these genotypes from the analysis mostly removed
the divergence of these individuals. After removal of the
deviant A2 genotypes almost all the individuals of the
Stockholm population clustered separately from all other
European individuals, while the rest showed partial
overlap with a gradual transition across a roughly geographical gradient (Fig. 3b) (correlation latitude vs PC1:
r = −0.653; latitude vs PC2: r = −0.576; longitude vs PC1:
r = −0.710; longitude vs PC2: r = −0.184; all p < 0.001).
The north – south clustering found in the STRUCTURE
analysis was not apparent in the PCA (Fig. 3b).
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Fig. 3 PCA for a) all populations and b) all sampled European populations with outlier genotypes for Amiens1 individuals removed
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We postulated that the two regional clusters detected
in the STRUCTURE and DAPC analyses, southern and
northern Europe, could be the result of independent introductions into Europe. In our approximate Bayesian
computation (ABC) modelling, posterior probability
values (Table 2) consistently supported a scenario where
the separation of the European regional clusters
occurred after their separation from the Kashmir populations (scenario 1 in Additional file 6), although with a
type II error of 0.152. This order of separation is
expected in a scenario with a single colonisation event.
However, the median values of the time since the separation of the different clusters were 992 (separation of
European clusters, q0.05 = 292, q0.95 = 3220) and 4850
generations (separation of Kashmir cluster, q0.05 = 1670,
q0.95 = 9260) respectively. Similar estimates of separation
time were obtained when only the European populations
were analysed, where the time back to separation of the
southern and northern European regions had a median
value of 342 generations (q0.05 = 77.5, q0.95 = 2310). In
both cases ABC modelling supported a separation of the
two European regions predating their introduction in
Europe during the 19th and 20th centuries although a
postintroduction separation was not fully excluded by
the analysis of European populations only.
Genetic differentiation between I. glandulifera populations

Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) showed significant genetic structure among the 13 populations and
higher hierarchical levels (Table 3). As expected the differentiation was higher between continents, Kashmir
and Europe, than among populations within continents,
but also higher among the seven municipalities than
among populations within municipalities (Table 3). This
suggests either limitations to gene flow, high genetic
drift or the remnants of earlier founder effects not only
between Kashmir and Europe, but also among different
municipalities. Analysing the European data only showed
that differentiation was lower among populations within
municipalities than among municipalities (Table 4). Significant differentiation was found between northern and
southern Europe, but differentiation among populations
Table 2 Posterior probabilities with 95 % confidence intervals
(in brackets) for the two scenarios used in ABC analysis of the
population history of the full Impatiens glandulifera dataset.
Posterior probabilities were measured using the 50 and 1000
closest datasets for the direct and logistic approaches
respectively, out of 1 000 000 simulated datasets. Model
scenarios as presented in Additional file 6

within regions was higher than between regions (Table 4).
Looking at Kashmir only, differentiation at the population level was somewhat lower (Table 5), indicative of a
less restricted gene flow in the native range, although
the difference between Kashmir and Europe could also
be the result of the European populations not yet having
reached drift – migration equilibrium.
Pairwise FST values (Table 6) between all possible pairs of
one southern European and one northern European population were of a similar magnitude as FST values between
all possible pairs of one European and one Kashmir population (Wilcoxon rank sum test, p = 0.083). FST values were
lower between pairs of Kashmir populations (mean 0.102,
s.d. 0.026) than between pairs of European populations
(mean 0.414, s.d. 0.165, Wilcoxon rank sum test p < 0.001),
and the difference was not driven by the larger distances
covered in the European sampling. This was shown by the
fact that FST values only for within-municipality pairs of
populations (mean 0.243, s.d. 0.113) were also significantly
higher than FST values for the Kashmir populations
(Wilcoxon rank sum test p < 0.05).
Isolation by distance in European I. glandulifera

We evaluated isolation by distance within Europe using
four different measures of genetic differentiation between
pairs of populations: pairwise genetic distance, proportion
of shared alleles and pairwise FST and RST values in the
form of FST/(1-FST) and RST/(1-RST) respectively (Table 6,
Additional file 7). Geographic distance was related to FST/
(1-FST) and genetic distance (Mantel test, FST/[1-FST]: p <
0.001, r2 = 0.372; DCH: p < 0.01, r2 = 0.295) but not to the
proportion of shared alleles or RST/(1-RST) (Mantel test,
proportion of shared alleles: p = 0.999, r2 = 0.030; RST/[1RST]: p = 0.08, r2 = 0.204).
Looking at the regional clusters detected by STRUCTURE, the northern populations showed signs of isolation
by distance when genetic similarity between populations
was measured as FST/(1-FST) or RST/(1-RST) (Mantel test
both instances p < 0.05, r2 = 0.889 and 0.587 respectively),
while the southern populations showed signs of isolation
by distance when genetic similarity between populations
was measured as RST/(1-RST) (Mantel test RST/[1-RST]:
p < 0.01, r2 = 0.185; for all other comparisons in the
northern and southern region p > 0.05). The presence
of isolation by distance among the northern populations was mainly created by the large genetic distances
between the single Stockholm population and all three
Trondheim populations and did not persist when
Stockholm was removed (Mantel test, all p > 0.05).

Posterior probabilities
Scenario

Direct approach

Logistic approach

1

100 %

99.98 % (99.72 – 100)

2

0%

Limited effects of mutation, migration and bottlenecks in
European I. glandulifera

Pairwise RST values did in most cases not differ from the
FST values (Table 6, Additional file 7) (Amiens1 vs
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Table 3 Results from AMOVA of all sampled Impatiens glandulifera populations
Continents

Municipalities

% variance explained

F-statistic

p

% variance explained

F-statistic

p

Between continents / among municipalities (FCT)

35.22

0.352

<0.01

29.25

0.292

<0.001

Among populationsa (FSC)

16.81

0.260

<0.001

10.58

0.150

<0.001

Within populations (among and within individuals) (FIS)

47.96

−0.038

>0.05

60.17

0.187

>0.05

Percentage of variance of genetic diversity explained between continents or among municipalities, among populations and within populations, F-statistics and p
values for the different hierarchical levels. The dataset was analysed both with continent as the highest hierarchical level (second through fourth columns) and
with municipality as the highest hierarchical level (fifth through seventh columns)
a
Percentage variation among populations within continents (first column) and municipalities (third column)

Kashmir2, Amiens2 vs Kashmir2, Amiens2 vs Kashmir3,
Ghent vs Bremen and Kashmir1 vs Kashmir2: p < 0.05;
Kashmir2 vs Kashmir3 p < 0.01; all other comparisons
p > 0.05) suggesting that mutation has been of limited
importance in differentiating populations both within
and between continents. A limited role of mutation in
Europe was further supported by the fact that only four
private alleles were found in the ten European populations, compared to the 20 private alleles that were found
in the three Kashmir populations studied.
Populations that have recently undergone a bottleneck
will experience both loss in the number of alleles and
observed heterozygosity. In spite of the relatively recent
naturalisation and spread across Europe we found little
evidence of genetic bottlenecks when analysing the data
with the software BOTTLENECK. No heterozygosity
excess was detected for any population in any of the
three population group sets used (Wilcoxon sign-rank
text, all p > 0.05). However, two of the northernmost
populations, Trondheim1 and Trondheim2, showed the
shifted mode indicative of a recent bottleneck. The proportion of migrants into a population, assessed using the
software BayesAss, was in most cases less than 1 %, and
only a few populations showed indications of more than
10 % of the individuals being migrants from other populations (Additional file 7). The highest migration rates
were shown within municipalities, from Trondheim2 to
Trondheim1, and from Lund1 to Lund2, but also from
Lund1 to Amiens1 and Bremen. The migrant individuals
suggested were in all cases 1st generation migrants.

Genetic trends and patterns in invasive plants

Comparing the genetic diversity of invasive plant species
in their native and invasive ranges from 39 published
studies showed that genetic diversity in the native ranges
was significantly higher than the diversity in the invasive
ranges (Additional file 8, paired Wilcoxon rank sum test,
p < 0.01). A diversity in the invasive range similar to that
of the native range was, however, not uncommon. In the
41 comparisons that identified a number of introductions,
the majority, 32, suggested multiple introductions and
only five a single origin of the invasive species (Additional
file 8).
The species reviewed did not have significantly higher
FST values in the invasive compared to the native ranges
(Additional file 8, paired Wilcoxon rank sum test, p =
0.052). Although small population sizes in newly introduced species could lead to an increase in the amount of
inbreeding in a species, there was no significant difference in the inbreeding coefficients of the native and
invasive ranges of species reported in the literature to be
outbreeding (Additional file 8, paired Wilcoxon rank
sum test, p = 0.651).
The distribution of genetic diversity within and
among populations, as analysed by AMOVAs, showed
that within each species similar amounts of variation
were present within and among populations in the
native and invasive ranges (Additional file 8). The
AMOVAs also showed that the distribution of genetic
diversity differed drastically from species to species
(Additional file 8).

Table 4 Results from AMOVA of European Impatiens glandulifera populations
Regions

Municipalities

% variance explained

F-statistic

p

% variance explained

F-statistic

p

Between regions / among municipalities (FCT)

14.15

0.145

<0.05

21.76

0.218

<0.05

Among populationsa (FSC)

23.78

0.277

<0.001

13.38

0.171

<0.001

Within populations (among and within individuals) (FIS)

62.07

−0.136

>0.05

64.86

−0.136

>0.05

Data as in Table 3. The dataset was analysed both with region as the highest hierarchical level (second through fourth columns) and with municipality as the
highest hierarchical level (fifth through seventh columns)
a
Percentage variation among populations within regions (first column) and municipalities (third columns)
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Table 5 Results from AMOVA of Kashmir Impatiens glandulifera populations
% Variance explained

F-statistic

Among populations (FST)

11.39

0.114

<0.001

Within populations (among and within individuals) (FIS)

88.60

0.085

<0.05

p

Data as in Table 3

Discussion
Source population of European I. glandulifera

The present study lends support to the notion that high
genetic diversity is not a prerequisite for becoming a
thriving invasive species. I. glandulifera thus adds to the
list of successful invaders shown to have limited genetic
diversity in their invasive compared to native ranges [2,
22, 27, 50, 76, 84, 108]. Most of the invasive species with
a low genetic diversity in their invasive range are, however, species that reproduce apomictically or autogamously. Among the studies reviewed Acacia saligna [50]
was the only outcrosser to have a genetic diversity that
was lower in its invasive compared to native range than
the equally outcrossing I. glandulifera studied by us. The
low genetic diversity of I. glandulifera is also remarkable
in the light of possible repeated introductions.
The confident identification of the true source population(s) of any invasive species typically requires a wider
and denser sampling of the native range than the one in
the present study. Our ABC modelling suggests that the
Kashmir populations sampled in this study are not the
direct source of the European populations studied. The
separation time between the Kashmir I. glandulifera and
either European cluster is at least several hundred years,
indicating that the source population(s) of the European
I. glandulifera most likely separated from the Kashmir
populations at least a couple of hundred years before the
species was introduced in Europe [57]. Indications of ascertainment bias from the higher presence of null alleles
in Kashmir populations further suggest that it is not the
source of European I. glandulifera. A wider sampling of

I. glandulifera, preferably from its full native range, will
be needed if possible sources for the populations in Europe are to be identified.
The fact that the Kashmir populations in this study are
not the source population of I. glandulifera in Europe
limits our ability to make inferences about colonisation
processes, such as the exact amount of loss of genetic
diversity during colonisation. We note, however, that all
but four of the alleles detected in the European populations were also present in the Kashmir populations suggesting that the alleles present in Kashmir populations
to a large extent represent those of the source of the
European populations. While we sampled a large number of individuals from few populations in the species
native range, Nagy and Korpelainen [64] sampled
mostly four or fewer individuals from a larger area covering both India and Pakistan. The two sampling regimes showed a similar number of alleles (using an
overlapping set of markers) and similar amounts of
within-population genetic diversity for India and
Pakistan [64] and Kashmir (this study) suggesting that
the Kashmir populations studied here well represent
the average levels of genetic diversity of a significant
part of the species’ native range. Additionally, the
STRUCTURE analysis performed by Nagy and
Korpelainen [64] suggested that the nine populations
sampled by them in India and Pakistan all belonged to
the same cluster. Since our populations lie within the
area studied by Nagy and Korpelainen [64] it is likely
our populations would have fallen within the same
cluster, though the levels of genetic diversity need not

Table 6 Pairwise FST values for all pairs of populations of Impatiens glandulifera
Amiens2 Ghent Bremen Lund1 Lund2 Stockholm Trondheim1 Trondheim2 Trondheim3 Kashmir1 Kashmir2 Kashmir3
Amiens1
Amiens2
Ghent
Bremen
Lund1
Lund2
Stockholm
Trondheim1
Trondheim2
Trondheim3
Kashmir1
Kashmir2

0.431

0.130

0.192

0.191

0.063

0.558

0.369

0.590

0.472

0.443

0.467

0.510

0.404

0.338

0.562

0.401

0.638

0.513

0.728

0.651

0.502

0.530

0.549

0.269

0.379

0.181

0.598

0.454

0.626

0.547

0.465

0.493

0.530

0.307

0.196

0.487

0.368

0.540

0.431

0.403

0.453

0.485

0.231

0.572

0.385

0.561

0.455

0.481

0.480

0.528

0.556

0.336

0.605

0.447

0.460

0.486

0.524

0.381

0.470

0.496

0.348

0.390

0.421

0.159

0.188

0.371

0.436

0.459

0.164

0.531

0.557

0.579

0.468

0.505

0.534

0.093

0.082
0.131
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to be comparable. Nepalese populations of I. glandulifera have yet to be studied genetically, but our Kashmir
populations most likely sufficiently well characterize populations in the species’ native range for us to draw tentative
conclusions regarding the genetic differences between I.
glandulifera in its native and introduced ranges.
Introduction history of I. glandulifera

The presence of I. glandulifera in Europe was reported
from gradually more northern locations (see e.g. [37, 47,
67, 73, 97]), suggesting a progressive northward spread
of the species during the early 20th century. In such a
scenario latitudinal effects on different measures of the
distribution of genetic diversity could be expected as the
result of successive colonisation events. However, multiple introductions seem to be the norm for invasive species (Additional file 8) and repeated introductions have
been proposed for I. glandulifera in Finland [64]. We
found little evidence of latitudinal effects on the different
measures of genetic diversity and equally strong correlations between the distribution of genetic diversity
(Fig. 3b) and latitude as longitude. A possible explanation could be that isolation by distance rather than
gradual northward colonisation is responsible for the
pattern observed in our PCA. However, our comparisons
of geographical and genetic distances showed limited
support for isolation by distance and implied that at
least the traces of isolation by distance detected in the
north are driven by the Stockholm population.
Although our PCA showed a gradual transition from
more southern to more northern populations (Fig. 3b)
this was not supported by the STRUCTURE analyses
(Fig. 2). Instead, STRUCTURE separated the European
gene pool into a northern regional cluster, consisting of
central Sweden and Norway, and a southern regional
cluster, with all remaining European populations, with
no gradual transition in cluster identity among the populations studied. The discrepancy between the STRUCTURE analysis and the PCA could be the result of
limitations in handling patterns of isolation by distance
by STRUCURE [62] or by differences in how missing
data was handled in the two methods. The presence of
isolation by distance has also been shown to bias tests of
AMOVA [62] and our AMOVA support of a regional
division should thus also be interpreted with caution. It
is also worth noting that the AMOVA of European data
found more differentiation within the regions detected
by STRUCTURE than between regions thus supporting
the PCA results rather than those from the STRUCTURE analysis.
A stronger support for the regional division comes
from our ABC modelling of the population history of
the samples where estimates of the time of separation
for southern European and northern European I.
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glandulifera show that it most likely predates the species
introduction in Europe. If the regional division is an
artefact of isolation by distance we expect populations in
the two regions to have separated from each other only
after the species colonised Europe. Although the ABC
modelling produced a large range for the estimates of
the time since separation and a divergence after the
introduction in Europe is possible from the analysis of
European data only, a separation pre-dating the introduction in Europe is more likely and suggests at least
two independent introductions. The fact that Stockholm
individuals cluster away from all other European individuals in the PCA (Fig. 3b) and in the four-cluster
STRUCTURE analysis of European individuals tentatively suggests this might be the result of yet another
introduction. In conclusion, we find support for multiple
introductions of I. glandulifera but note the possibility
of it also being an artefact of the presence of isolation by
distance.
Although there are records of seeds and seedlings being
brought to Europe from Russia and India in addition to
the first introduction to the Kew Gardens [47], it is not
clear from which introductions present day European
plants of I. glandulifera descend. In addition, it is not clear
whether the Finnish populations studied by Nagy and
Korpelainen [64] belong to the Northern European cluster
detected in this study. Comparisons of the populations
studied here with British and Finnish populations will be
needed to elucidate the relationship between the populations in this study, the original introduction to Kew
Gardens and the multiple introductions suggested by
Nagy and Korpelainen [64].
Genetic diversity after the colonisation of invasive ranges

A number of studies comparing the genetic diversity of
invasive plants in their native and introduced ranges
have been carried out in a range of different species
(Additional file 8). The different studies have used contrasting types of genetic markers and different approaches to sample the species in their native and
introduced ranges. More studies will be needed in order
to test the effects of factors such as growth habit, mode of
reproduction and life span of the species on the population
genetics of plant invasion. In spite of this some general
trends can be discerned and tentative conclusions can be
drawn from the studies available in the literature.
A general loss in genetic diversity upon invasion is
apparent in the studies reviewed by us (Additional file 8)
and has also been noted in plants previously [102]. Although we have not sampled the source population of
European I. glandulifera, and our results should be
interpreted with caution, it is likely that the Kashmir
populations are representative enough that conclusions
can still be drawn. The low total genetic diversity after
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introduction in I. glandulifera is a more drastic reduction
(55 %) than that detected in many invasive species so far,
with an average diversity reduction of 11 % (Additional file
8). Even when restricting our comparison to species with
only a single or a few reported introductions the proportion of post- to pre-introduction genetic diversity was
lower in I. glandulifera than in most other species (average
increase of 2 %, Additional file 8). This may at least in part
be explained by the high inter-annual variation in population size in I. glandulifera, where large populations can
decline dramatically in size and sometimes go extinct [30].
This leads to increased genetic drift and potentially higher
loss of genetic diversity than in species with more stable
population sizes.
The reduction in diversity detected was, however, also
larger than the one reported by Nagy and Korpelainen
[64] for four Finnish populations (48 %) and a UK population (26 %). Different introductions giving rise to the
populations in these studies could contribute different
amounts of genetic diversity, through the introduction
of different number of individuals or individuals carrying
different amounts of diversity. Additionally, postintroduction genetic drift can differ between populations. Although the even distribution of genetic diversity
over Europe and the generally low number of private alleles suggest a primary role of founder effects, the fact
that between any two European populations only about
32 % of the alleles are shared (34 % and 36 % in the
southern and northern European clusters, respectively),
indicates that also post-introduction genetic drift, introductions from other parts of the native range or other
evolutionary processes have played a role. Like invasive
species in general (Additional file 8), invasion of I. glandulifera in Europe, however, seems not to have been accompanied by an increase in the level of inbreeding.
Bottlenecks, such as those occurring during the colonisation of a new area, are expected to lead to a loss of
genetic diversity [66, 69, 102] and diversity levels can
change during the course of a species invasion history
[101]. Genetic diversity can, for example, be lost through
high genetic drift in small populations colonizing new
parts of the invasive range. Only among the northernmost populations could we detect the effects of past
population bottlenecks. It has, however, been pointed
out that even strong bottlenecks can be difficult to
detect with heterozygosity-excess based tests such as the
one implemented in BOTTLENECK [74], and undetected
bottlenecks could have occurred in the recent history of
additional populations. Furthermore, if the sampled populations correspond to biological populations, the pooling
of populations in the two- and three-population group sets
(as suggested from STRUCTURE analysis) may have
inflated the amount of homozygosity and reduced our capacity of detecting excess heterozygosity. Of the populations
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indicated as having undergone a bottleneck from the
shifted allele frequency distribution, the population Trondheim2, was particularly conspicuous with few alleles and a
low genetic diversity. In addition the highly negative inbreeding coefficient from excess heterozygosity could be a
consequence of among other things a recent bottleneck,
disassortative mating or higher than random rates of outcrossing in this population.
Beyond the populations Trondheim1 and Trondheim2
we found little direct evidence of past bottlenecks,
though European populations of I. glandulifera had still,
on average lost as much as about 70 % of the diversity of
the populations in the species’ native range in Kashmir.
This was true for both number of alleles and genetic
diversity, suggesting major loss of genetic diversity during
the introduction to Europe and subsequent spread of the
species. The loss of diversity is particularly striking given
the small geographical area sampled in Kashmir.
The causes of genetic differentiation between I.
glandulifera populations

In a newly introduced plant species, genetic differentiation between populations can be expected to be low if
mutation, selection and genetic drift have not yet led to
diversification of populations. Such lack of genetic structuring has, for example, been found in the invasive range
of Macfadyena unguis-cati [76] and Olea europea [7], both
believed to have a single introduction into its invasive
range [76]. At the same time repeated founder events, or
introductions from different sources, could cause populations to become genetically differentiated from each other
(e.g. [14, 64, 84, 89]).
From our FST – RST comparisons, mutation seems not
to have played a major role in the differentiation of
European populations during the evolutionary short time
since their introduction, nor in the differentiation of the
Kashmir populations. Of the six cases where FST differed
significantly from RST four involved the population
Kashmir2. Interestingly, we found significant differences
also between Kashmir2 and the two other Kashmir
populations, located only a few kilometers apart, even
though it seems unlikely that these populations have
been separated long enough for mutation to cause significant amounts of differentiation.
Our AMOVA suggested fairly high differentiation among
municipalities and to a lesser extent among populations.
This could either be the result of limited gene flow, a
founder effect or both, though the bottleneck usually associated with a founder event was not strongly supported in
our data. F statistics (assuming migration – drift equilibrium) suggested that gene flow may be higher between the Kashmir populations than the European
ones. Although higher FST values in the invasive range
is consistent with some invasive species, invasive
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plants in general were found not to differ in FST values
or the distribution of genetic diversity as shown by
AMOVAs (Additional file 8). Our findings concerning
I. glandulifera, however, contrasted the distribution of
genetic variance previously found in Lithuanian plants
where a much higher percentage of the genetic diversity was found among populations [110]. It should be
noted, however, that the study by Zybartaite et al.
[110] was based on RAPD markers and that the reliability of this type of markers has been questioned
[63].
We see our estimates of migration rates primarily as an
indication of populations more likely to have experienced
gene flow. As could have been expected, most of the migrants detected were from neighbouring populations (from
Trondheim2 to Trondheim1, 1.8 km, and from Lund1 to
Lund2, 2.3 km). The longer migrations detected (600 km
or more), if not a consequence of few markers and low
diversity, should be the result of man-mediated dispersal.
The latter seems a likely scenario between Lund1 and
Amiens1 where as many as eight individuals were identified as possible first generation migrants. High withinmunicipality FST values from Lund and Amiens were
partially the reason why within-municipality FST values
were higher in Europe than in Kashmir and it is possible
that man-mediated dispersal to single populations in these
municipalities has contributed to the high FST values observed. The ornamental qualities ascribed to I. glandulifera
[1], and the presence of I. glandulifera in such isolated
locations in Britain such as the Isles of Scilly, Shetland and
Orkney [6] point to the importance of anthropogenic
spread of the species. This study further supports the role
of man, in particular when it comes to repeated introductions and long distance spread, in playing an important
role in shaping the distribution of genetic diversity in I.
glandulifera.
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(Fig. 1), the part of the native range suggested to be the
source of the plants originally introduced into Europe
[6, 57] (Table 1). The populations ranged in size from
less than 100 individuals to more than 1000 and were
located both nearby and away from waterways. In each
municipality, one to three populations were sampled
(Table 1) with a minimum distance of 1.8 km between
each population. The maximum distance between the
Kashmir populations was 6.4 km. From each population
leaf material from 30 randomly sampled individuals was
collected and stored in tubes containing silica gel until
used for analysis. Sampling was done according to
national legislations and samples were destroyed upon
molecular analysis. A map showing the location of the
sampled populations (Fig. 1) was drawn using Ocean
Data View version 4.7.2 [88].
Molecular analysis

Plant tissue was dried overnight at 45 °C, after which
total DNA was extracted using the E-Z 96 Plant DNA
Kit (Omega Bio-tek Inc., Norcross, GA, USA), following
the manufacturer’s recommendations. Eleven already
published microsatellite loci [78, 100] were used for PCR
amplification. Multiplex PCR was performed with the
Qiagen® Multiplex PCR Kit (Qiagen) using a 17.5 μl
reaction with 1 x Qiagen Mastermix and 0.1 – 0.4 M of
each primer. PCR was carried out with an initial 15 min
denaturation at 95 °C followed by 30 cycles of 94 °C for
30 s, 55 °C for 90 s and 72 °C for 60 s with a final
elongation for 10 min at 72 °C. Microsatellite lengths
were determined by running the PCR products on a
Genetic Analyzer 3130xl (Applied Biosystems, CA,
USA), and the resulting data were analysed with Geneious
v 6.1.8 (BiomatesLtd, Auckland, New Zealand).
Data analysis

Conclusions
In conclusion, we find that invasive populations of I.
glandulifera represent a smaller proportion of the genetic diversity of the native range than what is typically
found for outcrossing invasive species. Relatively low
genetic diversity is thus possible in widespread invasive
species even after multiple introductions. This suggests a
possible role for phenotypic plasticity in facilitating the
spread of I. glandulifera across Europe.
Methods
Plant material

Populations of I. glandulifera (2n = 18, 20) with at least
30 flowering individuals were sampled in 2011 from six
municipalities, the local area around a town or city,
along a 1600 km latitudinal gradient in Western Europe.
Populations were also sampled from Kashmir, India

The expected heterozygosity under HWE (h) was
calculated with a purpose-written Perl script (available
upon request). GenePop [82, 86] was used to test for
deviations from HWE. FreeNA [13] was used to test for
the presence of null alleles and for obtaining estimates
of FST [105] and DCH, the Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards
genetic distance [12]. Adjusting genetic diversity, FST
and DCH for the presence of null alleles did not affect
the conclusions drawn and these measures are therefore
not reported. DS (Nei’s genetic distance [65]) and RST,
an equivalent of FST using a stepwise mutation model,
[85, 91] were calculated using Spagedi v 1.4 [35] and differences between RST and FST were tested using the permutation test implemented in the software. D CH and DS
were highly correlated (r = 0.949, Pearson’s product–
moment correlation, p < < 0.001) and only the former is
reported.
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Hierarchical AMOVA, FIS and tests for LD (using
10000 permutations) were calculated and carried out
using Arlequin v 3.5.1.3 [25]. For AMOVA of the full
dataset continent and municipality were both used as
the highest hierarchical level while the European dataset
was analysed with both region and municipality as the
highest hierarchical level. Analyses with municipality as
the highest hierarchical level included also municipalities
for which only a single population was available. BayesAss v 3.0 [107] was used to estimate migration between
populations. BOTTLENECK v 1.2.02 [16] was used to
detect recent population bottlenecks among the studied
populations. For the BOTTLENECK analysis, a twopopulation group set (all European individuals and all
Kashmir individuals, respectively), a three-population
group set (northern European individuals from Stockholm
and Trondheim, remaining southern European individuals
and Kashmir individuals respectively) and a 13-population
group set (each sampled population treated as a separate
unit) were analysed under a stepwise mutation model. Due
to the low number of markers analysed heterozygosity was
tested using the Wilcoxon sign-rank test.
We examined geographic clustering of the genetic diversity using a combination of different approaches. STRUCTURE v 2.2 [26, 77] was run with a burn-in length of 20
000 iterations followed by 50 000 iterations for estimating
the parameters, with non-amplifying markers treated as
missing data. Each analysis was repeated ten times for each
number of clusters (K = 1 to 20) until the likelihood values
for the runs no longer improved. We evaluated both the
admixture and the no admixture models, but as the two
models gave similar results we only report the former. The
number of clusters observed in the dataset was evaluated
by calculating ΔK according to Evanno et al. [24].
CLUMPP v 1.1.1 [42] was used to compare the results of
individual runs and to calculate similarity coefficients, H,
and the average matrix of ancestry. In CLUMPP, the FullSearch, Greedy and LargeKGreedy algorithms were used
for comparing runs with K < 4, K 4 – 6 and K > 6, respectively. Graphical presentation of the results was obtained
using DISTRUCT v 1.1 [83].
Geographic structure was further explored using R v
3.0.3 [81] to carry out DAPC analysis [43], using the Adegenet package, and PCA. The number of copies present in
an individual (0, 1 or 2) for each allele at each locus was
treated as independent variables in the PCA. In addition,
R was used to test for correlations between latitude and
genetic diversity and the two main principal components
in PCA respectively as well as between geographic distance and pairwise FST, RST, number of alleles and genetic
distance respectively, using Pearson’s product–moment
correlation. R was also used to carry out t-tests, or alternatively the Wilcoxon rank sum test if the underlying assumptions of parametric tests were not met.
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We used the ABC approach implemented in DIYABC
[17] to infer past demographic history and try to distinguish
between one or two origins of I. glandulifera in Europe. We
compared two models, one where all European populations
first separate from the Kashmir populations followed by a
later split into a southern and a northern regional cluster,
and one with a southern regional cluster first splitting from
the remaining populations, followed by a second split
between a northern cluster and the Kashmir populations
(Additional file 6). In addition only European populations
were analysed in a scenario where a single ancestral population split into the southern and northern regional clusters.
Both the direct and the logistic approaches implemented in
DIYABC were used and parameter priors for the different
scenarios including effective population sizes, time of
splitting and mutation models are given in Additional file 9.
Literature study

In addition to literature reviewed in Bossdorf et al. [8] and
Dlugosch and Parker [21], Google Scholar was in May
2014 queried using “plant” together with “invasive”, “alien”
or “exotic”. From the resulting studies from all publication
years those reporting genetic diversity measures of invasive species both in their native and invasive ranges were
chosen and the diversity of the two ranges was compared.
Availability of supporting data

The data set supporting the results of this article is available from the Dryad repository http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/
dryad.gp2tc [34].

Additional files
Additional file 1: Description of the loci studied, divided by
population. Frequency of null alleles as estimated by the Expectetion
Maximization algorithm implemented in FreeNA, and loci with allele
frequencies significantly deviating from Hardy Weinberg equilibrium
(HWE).
Additional file 2: Populations showing significant linkage
disequilibrium (LD) between pairs of loci.
Additional file 3: Genetic diversity (h) of I. glandulifera for the
different markers studied for observed allele frequencies.
Additional file 4: Likelihood values, ΔK values and CLUMPP H
values for the different STRUCTURE runs.
Additional file 5: BIC values for DAPC analyses of full, European
and Kashmir data sets respectively.
Additional file 6: Illustration of scenarios used in ABC analyses of
population history with the recent history at the bottom of the
panels and the past history at the top. Pop 1 = Southern European
individuals, pop 2 = Northern European individuals, pop 3 = Kashmir
individuals, with different colours denoting differences in population size.
Scenario 1: Initial separation of all European individuals from Kashmir
individuals at t2 followed by separation of the two European populations
from each other at t1. Scenario 2: Initial separation of southern European
individuals from northern European and Kashmir individuals at t2
followed by a later separation of the northern European individuals from
the Kashmir ones at t1.
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Additional file 7: Pairwise comparisons of all pairs of populations
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Additional file 9: Prior distribution of parameters used in ABC
analysis.
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